HOW TO READ THE NEW ARE® SCORE REPORT IN MY EXAMINATION

All score reports will be clearly designated as pass or fail along the top of the report. Passing score reports will also include the division's expiration date.

This box contains a summary of your score report, along with the date and location of the exam.

You will need your Candidate ID and Record Number when contacting NCARB Customer Service.

All of your rolling clock information can be found in this section.

This is how long you have to complete remaining divisions before your oldest passing score will expire.
NOTE: This is not your score. This number represents the percentage each content area is worth toward determining your overall score.

This section provides information on the content areas tested in each division. This will correspond with the diagnostic information for failed divisions.

Limited diagnostic information will continue to be available on failing score reports. Areas and vignettes marked as Level 2 or 3 should be reviewed more before sitting for a retake.